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***** Print on Demand *****.Your Success Lies Within! Massage therapy is an increasingly popular
profession. Marketing campaigns across the nation promote it as a lucrative career with numerous
benefits including flexible hours. Why, then, is the drop-out rate so high? It takes a huge
commitment of time and money to become a massage therapist. Despite this investment, too many
feel forced to give up on their dreams. The drop-out rate indicates a serious need for lessons
beyond the status quo. In Breaking Through as a Professional Massage Therapist, Greg Spindler,
LMT, CSET provides a unique approach for success in this industry; information that is rarely
addressed in schools or other texts. True success goes well beyond bodywork techniques and
marketing. It starts from within! Spindler presents easy-to-understand self-evaluation tools that
enable the reader to identify strengths and improve upon weaknesses. To be a truly successful
massage therapist, one must develop both mentally and spiritually, and be prepared for the
industry s challenges. This book helps both current and aspiring therapists avoid disappointment,
financial loss, and wasted time. Discover the tools to make your business thrive!.
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Reviews
The best publication i ever study. It is really basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your publication. Your lifestyle period is going to be
enhance as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ashton K a ssulke
This book might be really worth a read, and superior to other. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth studying. I am just happy to
tell you that this is basically the very best pdf i actually have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he best ebook for actually.
-- Elnor a Ruecker
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